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Chapter 2681: Eternal warriors gather in Doudu universe 

"Oh, it can only be so." 

"I hope we can successfully enter the Doudu universe without being intercepted halfway." 

The four-armed woman sighed. 

"If you get closer to Doudu Universe, we will spread out and form three teams!" 

The old lady Mouse flickered in her eyes, "Be sure to enter Doudu universe first!" 

Everyone's deliberation was in an instant. 

In the next instant, everyone crossed the barriers of the natural universe and entered the next natural 

universe without any delay. 

The other side. 

Dou are in the universe. 

Ten million moments passed in the instant in the bottom universe. 

Add up, it's a little time. 

within this time period. 

Xie Xuan and all the eternal warriors, summoned by Su Lang and Xiuning, all came to the opposite 

platform! 

Among them, those who had been recruited from the old emperor Xiuyu Zhou also summoned. 

at this time. 

A large number of eternal warriors who have never entered the Ziyu Tiangong are excited and 

restrained looking at the lively scene around them. 

This originally sparsely-traveled platform around the platform is already full of eternal warriors! 

The eternal powerhouse standing at the pinnacle of the natural universe is extremely rare. 

An average of more than a dozen natural universes can produce an eternal universe. 

Every eternal strong man is one side dominates. 

But here, the eternity of the universe is densely packed, and at a glance, the head is heavy, and it needs 

to be counted in ten thousand! 

There are also a lot of Eternal Realms in the Second and Third Universes, which are tens of thousands. 

When the Four Eternal Realm was reached, the number decreased a lot. 

Such a grand scene attracted the attention of everyone present. 
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Every eternal strong man who has lived for many years can't help but feel shocked and make waves! 

of course. 

Everyone looked around, was amazed, and talked a lot, and immediately turned their attention to Su 

Lang, Xiu Ning and Yu Yangli on the platform. 

"This is the Ziyu Heavenly Palace facing the platform, so rich cosmic energy, this is the only thing I have 

seen in my life!" 

"This is the core of the core of the Doudu Universe. His Royal Highness Xiuning and Lord Su Lang are 

here to control the entire Doudu Universe. Naturally, it must be extraordinary!" 

"As for the three on the platform, the one sitting in the middle is Lord Su Lang, the one on the right is His 

Royal Highness Xiuning, who is the one on the left?" 

"Haha, I inquired through the relationship, that is Master Su Lang's junior, Master Yu Yangli, a peak 

powerhouse of the Seven Eternal Realm!" 

"Hey, Master Su Lang's juniors are so powerful, isn't he himself a great power in the Eternal Realm of 

the Eight Universes, on the same level as Emperor Dou Xiu!?" 

"I don't know, but it's very possible. Look, now Master Su Lang is obviously the master, and the other 

two are the second!" 

"My ancestor once revealed that the current situation in Doudu Zhouyu is not good, and only Su Lang 

can turn the tide!" 

"My master said the same. She has a portrait of Senior Su Lang, and every time she takes it out, her eyes 

are full of respect." 

"..." 

A large number of eternal warriors talked a lot, crowded, and the eyes looking at Su Lang were full of 

curiosity, awe, respect and worship! 

"Ahem." 

Su Lang let out a light cough, and the audience suddenly fell silent. Everyone stood with their heads 

down and held their breath. 

"Presumably everyone knows that Doudu Zhouyu is facing a big battle." 

"It is next to us in the universe of the universe, because of changes, it invaded our universe in advance." 

"You may know through some channels that Suiyou Universe is stronger than us." 

Su Lang looked around at everyone with a calm expression, "But I tell you, this is false news, and the 

stronger one is us!" 

This statement came out. 

Everyone couldn't help thinking, their eyes flickering. 



Many people know that Doudu Zhouyu has experienced civil strife, and the Seven Zhous will be 

destroyed forever. 

And Suiyou Zhouyu was stronger than Doudu, and its strength was well preserved. 

It is clear at a glance which one is strong and which is weak. 

but now. 

The most prestigious Su Lang gave a completely opposite view! 

Although everyone is in awe of Su Lang, they are not blind. They cannot believe this view! 

"While this is going down, how can Doudu Zhouyu be stronger than Suiyou?" 

"Could it be that Master Su Lang is comforting me waiting in order to boost morale?" 

"No, Lord Su Lang is not like a person who can tell lies..." 

"..." 

Chapter 2682: Eight Seven Eternal Emperor Soldiers 

at this time. 

"I know you can't believe it." 

"So, to gather you here is not to tell you big talk." 

"It's just to let you know what a powerful force that we people will be together!" 

Su Lang looked serious, suddenly got up, and waved his hand, the Seven Eternal Realm Infinity came out 

of thin air! 

Wow! 

As if the universe had collapsed, an extremely terrifying coercion fell from the sky. 

A large number of eternal warriors couldn't stop their bodies short, and they were about to be pressed 

into the ground in horror! 

But the next moment. 

The pressure suddenly disappeared, as if it had never appeared before! 

Everyone lightened, and immediately stared at the Boundless Ship in shock and confusion. 

It was a giant humanoid mecha that stood up and down, with undulating lines on the surface, full of 

explosive power! 

There is restrained coercion on the surface of the mecha, but when the spirit senses, you can feel the 

terrible coercion! 

"This, this is a weapon, a humanoid weapon!" 
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"Seven Eternal Emperor Soldiers, this is a special weapon of the Seven Eternal Level!" 

"Oh my God, the Seven Eternal Emperor Soldiers, doesn't it mean that the entire Dou Capital Universe 

Region doesn't exist, the original Dou Xiu Emperor didn't exist, and Master Su Lang did!" 

"It is rumored that Lord Su Lang is a descendant of the mighty power of the Nine Eternal Realm. This 

weapon may be left by the mysterious Nine Eternal!" 

"That should be the case. Under normal circumstances, the eternal emperor cannot change hands, but if 

the original master orders it, it will be fine!" 

"Unexpectedly, Lord Su Lang should have such a powerful weapon. With it, the strength of our Dou 

Capital Universe Region will be greatly increased!" 

"Yes, this Seven Eternal Realm weapon is well used, and it is more powerful than a Seven Eternal Martial 

Artist!" 

"..." 

Everyone talked a lot, and the shock and blankness on their faces turned into shock and surprise! 

And at this moment. 

Wow! 

Seven streamers came again with an extremely majestic breath! 

A stream of light fell into the right hand of the Boundless, and turned into a long sword like a waterfall, a 

Youtian sword. 

A stream of light fell behind the Infinity and turned into a colorful giant tree, the Seven Treasure Tree. 

A stream of light fell on the colorful giant tree and turned into a black jade chain, clinging to it like a 

vine, full of evil aura, a heart-piercing lock! 

A stream of light fell on a black jade chain and turned into a purple-black gourd, swaying, quite 

extraordinary, it was a purple-gold gourd. 

Finally, three streams of light fell on the waist of the Infinity. 

Two of them are turned into a sword and a sword, pinned to the left waist, one is full of gold, and the 

other is a sword of life and a mirror. 

The last one hovered around the body of Wuyin, surrounding the Wuyin and the other six weapons, it 

was the eight-sided shield of Tianyao! 

These seven weapons were released. 

Immediately triggered countless visions of heaven and earth, purple dragon pattern, dazzling starlight, 

black and white sky... more and more! 

In the senses of all eternal warriors. 

It seems that the entire Doudu universe trembled! 



Such a scene. 

The martial artist, who was shocked and surprised, became silent, but the ecstasy in his eyes spurted 

out like flames! 

Even Xie Xuan and others who knew Su Lang was extraordinary, were shocked to see these Seven 

Eternal Emperor soldiers. 

"It is the Seven Eternal Emperor Soldiers! All are the Seven Eternal Emperor Soldiers!" 

"Master Su Lang actually owns eight Seven Eternal Emperor Soldiers!" 

"Hahahaha, am I dreaming? It's incredible!" 

"I finally understand why Master Su Lang is so confident. With so many Seven Eternal Emperor Soldiers, 

it has long since been able to make up for the Seven Eternal Warriors who fell during the civil strife!" 

"Master Su Lang is really the benefactor of our Doudu Zhouyu to turn the tide!" 

"With Master Su Lang here, we are still afraid of a fart, this time we must kill all the celebrities of Sui 

Youzhou Region!" 

"..." 

A large number of eternal warriors widened their eyes, and a wave of passionate emotions erupted in 

their chests, which made them cry of ecstasy! 

There is also a wave of warfare rising from the body of an eternal strong person, condensed into an 

extremely strong morale! 

At this time. 

Su Lang raised his hand and pressed. 

Everyone calmed down and the needle dropped! 

Chapter 2683: Eliminate insider 

"Weapons are certainly important." 

"But more importantly, it's us people." 

"In this battle, we must work together and don't have any other thoughts!" 

Su Lang looked around at everyone and said lightly. 

"Yes!!" 

Tens of thousands of eternal strong men shouted in unison. 

"Hahaha." 

"good very good." 

"It's just that some of us are not sincere!" 
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Su Lang smiled, then his expression sank, and he waved his hands and pierced the five black jade chains 

into the void. 

"not good!" 

Among the crowd, five eternal warriors with different cultivation bases suddenly changed their 

expressions. 

Three of them showed horror, trembling all over, standing still and dared not move. 

There are also two people who will immediately burst out of the eternal power of the seven universes 

hidden in their bodies, and use this to escape! 

but. 

Before they burst into power. 

next moment. 

They have been pierced by the Heart-piercing Moyu Chain! 

The terrifying banned power came, and immediately suppressed and blocked all the power in his body! 

With Su Lang's current strength. 

Not to mention a force left by the eternal martial artist of the seven universes. 

Even if the real Seven Eternal Eternity is locked by the Heart Piercing Lock, don't think about having the 

power to resist! 

at this time. 

Everything comes fast and goes fast. 

From Su Lang's hands until everything subsided, it was only an instant. 

Wow! 

The surrounding eternal realm warriors all scattered, forming a large blank space. 

Everyone stared and looked in the middle. The three shivering faces were pale, and a thin layer of man 

was immersed in their foreheads. 

There are also two warriors who are locked by the heart-piercing lock, hanging by chains like puppets, 

their eyes are full of panic, fear and despair. 

"Do not--!" 

"I don't want to die, Lord Su Lang, I want to surrender!" 

One of the four eternal warriors sensed that his power was completely dead, and immediately uttered a 

cry of fear. 

"I want to drop, and I want to drop too!" 



Another three eternal warrior begged loudly, "I know a lot of information about Suiyou Zhouyu, and I 

am willing to explain it all!" 

This statement came out. 

Suddenly it seemed to have ignited dry gunpowder! 

"It's a spy from Suiyou Zhouyu!" 

"These five people are the local warriors of our Doudu Zhouyu, but they secretly took refuge in Suiyou 

Zhouyu!" 

"Damn, we have to unite and fight the enemy together, but these traitors actually want to stab us in the 

back!" 

"Yu Dongxi, you traitor, I still treat you as a close friend at the expense of me, I yeah, today I am 

absolutely stubborn with you, I really want to kill you myself!!" 

"Damn it all, all these people deserve to die, they should all be shattered into pieces, their bones and 

ashes turned into ashes!" 

"..." 

The eternal warriors looked at the five eternal warriors in disbelief one by one, and couldn't help but 

scream! 

Some of them were relatives and friends of those five people. Seeing this scene, all of them were 

distraught and hated! 

They never expected that their friends would become the enemy's secret son. 

This is to put them all to death from behind! 

The five people in the middle looked at a large number of eternal warriors filled with outrage. 

Looking at Su Lang, who looked cold and gloomy, and the eternal powers of the Seven Universes, he 

suddenly knew that he had no chance to escape. 

Endless despair breeds from the bottom of their hearts, making them chill from the inside out, and they 

can't help but begin to tremble! 

"I was forced!" 

"I'm all forced, if I don't obey them, I will die!" 

"Master Su Lang, I beg you to have a large number of them, and kill me!" 

"..." 

An eternal warrior who didn't dare to move rashly from the beginning pleaded with a sad face. 

"Ha ha." 

"The enemy is now." 



"You didn't want to resist, but betrayed everything and took refuge in the enemy. It's an inexcusable 

sin!" 

"If you don't kill you, how can you be worthy of the other compatriots who were murdered by the 

warriors of the year-old universe!" 

Su Lang looked cold and waved his hand lightly. 

Suddenly. 

The sound of the chain sliding was heard, and a chain of Moyu chains bound a person's limbs and head. 

Immediately after. 

"Boom--!" 

The chains suddenly tightened! 

The piercing lock is specially used to restrain and torture people. 

In an instant. 

The traitor did not know how much pain he had endured! 

Chapter 2684: Establish Doudu Alliance 

"Ahhhhh!" 

In the endless pain, the traitor couldn't help letting out a miserable cry. 

Immediately after. 

He saw his head and limbs being torn apart from his torso, and a large swath of blood was spilled from 

the sky, and was instantly annihilated under a force of strength! 

In a blink of an eye. 

The screams of the traitor stopped. 

Because he was completely dead in full view! 

"Good death!" 

"Master Su Lang killed well, that is, this person should be tortured to death!" 

"Great. Seeing that traitor was dismembered and died, I finally vented a lot of bad anger in my heart!" 

"There are four others, and those four cannot escape death. If anyone dares to be like them, this is a 

lesson from the past!" 

"..." 

A large number of eternal warriors onlookers applauded loudly, their faces full of excitement and joy. 

And the remaining four traitors were ashamed, their pupils trembling, desperate to the extreme! 
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suddenly. 

A traitor sighed and laughed. 

"Hahaha!" 

"I originally thought Doudu Zhouyu would definitely lose under Suiyou Zhouyu's invasion." 

"After struggling and desperate, I decided to abandon everything and join Suiyou Zhouyu." 

"Now it seems that I was wrong. With Master Su Lang here, Su Lang can't ask for it." 

"My original hometown can still maintain peace and will not fall into the hands of outsiders!" 

"Okay, okay, it is my luck to be able to see that hope, but unfortunately I have committed a capital 

crime, Lord Su Lang, please do it!" 

The traitor closed his eyes, a gentle smile appeared on his face, with a trace of regret and regret in his 

smile. 

See this scene. 

The people onlookers couldn't help being thankful that they didn't take the wrong path. 

Also firmer Doudu Zhouyu's idea that under the leadership of Su Lang will surely win. 

"kill!" 

Su Lang nodded faintly, waved his hands, and the eight chains of magic feathers that pierced the heart 

and moved around like a dragon. 

In an instant. 

Flesh and flesh flying! 

The remaining four traitors were tortured and killed one after another, and they fell completely. 

Suddenly. 

There was another applause all around. 

In that warm atmosphere, morale became more and more high, and people's hearts became more 

concentrated. 

Even the power of incense has been formed and absorbed by the virtual spirit universe. 

At this time. 

Xie Xuan stepped forward. 

"Master Su Lang." 

"Today, our fighting capital universe has become one." 

"It's no longer the same as before, developing separately." 



"In that case, I boldly suggest that Lord Su Lang establish an alliance, become the leader, and lead the 

big guy to develop under the same roof!" 

After Xie Xuan finished speaking, he was immediately approved by all members of the Xiuning faction. 

Because the big guy has already passed the gas. 

Immediately after. 

The eternal warriors gathered from all directions of the Doudu Zhouyu also chanted their approval. 

Before, Doudu Universe claimed to rule the Doudu Universe. 

But because of the internal fighting between Xiu Ning and Xiu Yu, they didn't have much energy to guard 

against each other. 

The people below are mostly divided into two factions, and then they are further free-range and 

develop freely. 

now. 

The Xiuyu faction was completely finished, and under the pressure of Suiyou Zhouyu, all the eternal 

warriors of Doudu Zhouyu gathered here. 

Now, it can be called all-round rule. 

But for all of this, Su Lang has the greatest role and the greatest credit. 

And the Xiuning faction was just one of the splitting forces in the previous Doudu universe. 

So it is best to change the title. 

In this way, the eternal warriors from all over the Doudu universe can be better gathered. 

After some discussion. 

Xiu Ning and Su Lang decided to push the alliance relationship to the forefront, replacing the original 

way of governance. 

Among them, under the insistence of Xiuning and others, the League will give priority to Su Lang. 

in this way. 

To a certain extent, it was equivalent to Xiu Ning personally giving Doudu Zhouyu to Su Lang. 

But everyone understands it well. 

Without Su Lang, Doudu Zhouyu would no longer exist, and there would be the only ending to be 

destroyed by Suiyou Zhouyu. 

Nowadays, it is the best result to rule Doudu Zhouyu in the way of leagues. 

To this. 

Su Lang did not refuse either, and frankly agreed. 



Chapter 2685: The top of the universe 

At this moment. 

Everyone in the Xiuning faction agreed and stated their position. 

How can those eternal warriors who come from all directions have objections? 

"I agree with it!" 

"Master Su Lang is supernatural and superb, he is the best candidate for the leader!" 

"Master Su Lang established the League, and I would like to serve for the League from generation to 

generation!" 

"..." 

These eternal warriors have no backing, no heels, and they are groping **** the eternal road alone. 

It is the unchanging principle to enjoy the cool under the big tree. 

They naturally agreed with their hands and feet! 

"In that case." 

"Then I will establish the Doudu Alliance and assume the position of leader!" 

"Xiu Ning is the left deputy leader, Yu Yangli is the right deputy leader, and the remaining positions will 

be discussed later!" 

Su Lang looked down the audience calmly and officially announced that he would take over Doudu 

Zhouyu. 

"Yes! Leader!" 

Xiu Ning, Yu Yangli, Xie Xuan...From top to bottom, the whole audience clasped their fists and bowed 

their orders. 

"Ok!" 

Su Lang looked around and nodded lightly. 

Look back. 

Not long ago, he was still a rookie-level eternal warrior, trying his best to deal with Emperor 

Yuanmingzhou in the boundless universe. 

Now, he is sitting in the highest position of this upper-level universe. 

"It all depends on my own efforts!" Su Lang couldn't help but sigh in his heart. 

Soon. 

He looked down. 
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The face of every eternal warrior was filled with excitement, as if recklessly, he couldn't help but want to 

do a big fight. 

"High morale, big things can be done!" 

"Next, you all give me all the resources." 

"I will plan the use of resources in a unified way, refine pills for you, and promote weapons." 

Su Lang looked around at everyone, with irreversible majesty in his faint tone. 

Hear this. 

The scene was suddenly quiet. 

Immediately, it was like a huge boulder was thrown into the calm lake, and a stormy sea was set off. 

"Your lord will refine medicinal pills for me, and promote weapons!" 

"Hahaha, great, great, I never expected that I would be lucky enough to be granted this opportunity by 

the lord!" 

"The materials for my weapon promotion are much worse, but the rest of the materials are much more. 

Now I can use resources under the overall planning of the leader, and complement each other, and 

everyone's weapons can be promoted!" 

"My master once received the pill given by the lord, I really want to have a broken mirror eternal pill to 

accelerate the perfection of the crystal wall world." 

"With the leader's action, our overall strength will be upgraded to a level, and we will have more 

confidence in the face of the Sui Youzhou Domain!" 

"..." 

The eternal warriors have already known the rumors of Su Langdan's three attainments against the sky. 

At this time, seeing Su Lang planning to make overall use of resources for the benefit of all members, he 

burst into tears with excitement. 

Just then. 

"My lord, this is the resource we have collected recently!" 

Xie Xuan and other elders, Ming Hua and other guards, Ada and other guards...all stepped forward and 

offered their only resources. 

Suddenly. 

Countless precious and colorful eternal level practice resources emerged and flew into Su Lang's storage 

space. 

Immediately after. 

"My lord, this is my life's savings. I would like to dedicate it to the League to support the war!" 



"Leader, the small one also has a special pill, which can speed up the cultivation of the eternal warrior to 

a certain extent!" 

"Leader..." 

The rest of the eternal warriors, regardless of the level of cultivation, all dedicated the resources they 

had accumulated for countless years. 

Among them, there are not only materials for various alchemy refining arrays. 

There are also a variety of mystical magical codes, the Pills of Qi Fang. 

In a blink of an eye. 

Everyone present gave away their savings. 

Of course, everyone kept some, but not many, and it was almost nothing compared to the part that was 

given. 

"well!" 

Those who come from Su Lang will not refuse, accept all the resources, and secretly remember the total 

value of the resources contributed by everyone. 

Only in this way can it be determined what value pill and weapon will be refined for these eternal 

warriors. 

after all. 

He did not open a shantang. 

Moreover, if everyone is equal, it would be unfair and unfair to many people! 

This is prone to problems. 

Next. 

It is the moment to fulfill the promise. 

Chapter 2686: Gather resources, win-win again 

"Elder Xie, what do you want?" 

Su Lang looked at Xie Xuan and smiled slightly. 

The reason why I asked Xie Xuan at the beginning, not Xiu Ning and Yu Yangli, was because the 

resources of the latter two had been fully utilized by Su Lang. 

"Return to the lord!" 

"I don't don't have many resources, I just ask for some recovery medicines, so I can do more in the war!" 

Xie Xuan replied with respect. 
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The resources he himself collected had already been consumed by Su Lang a long time ago, and he was 

promoted to weapons and changed pills. 

So there are not many resources left on him, and he dare not put forward any demand that is too 

valuable. 

"Restore the pill?" 

"Then I will give you some pills." 

"These elixirs include three types of elixirs: recovery, healing, and auxiliary cultivation." 

Su Lang nodded slightly and waved, a large canopy pill fell into Xie Xuan's hands. 

When the pill was flying through the air. 

Attracted the eyes of all the eternal five universes. 

They all recognized that it was the perfect pill of the Six Eternal Realm! 

Suddenly. 

The audience is silent, and the needle drop can be heard! 

"Thank the leader for the reward!" 

Xie Xuan respectfully saluted, then returned to the crowd. 

"Elder Yu, how about you?" 

Su Lang turned his eyes and looked at the second eternal powerhouse of the Seven Universes. 

"Xie Xia, like fellow Taoist Xie Xuan, asks the lord to grant me a pill!" 

Elder Yu immediately stepped forward, bowed his hands, and said respectfully. 

"it is good!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly and rewarded him with the pill. 

Next. 

It is the rewards one by one. 

The warriors who had received Su Lang's favor, basically said that they needed to restore healing pills. 

This is preparing for the war with one heart! 

The other eternal warriors naturally made the requests they needed most. 

Most of them are promoted weapons, and then seek pill, seek formation. 

quickly. 

Everyone found out. 



The benefits that I got from Su Lang basically far exceeded the resources for practice. 

This immediately made everyone grateful and desperate! 

of course. 

It is impossible for Su Lang to suffer. 

Regardless of the alchemy refining array, when using the system functions, it can save a lot of materials. 

Especially when refining pills. 

One part of material can refine five parts of pill. 

Moreover, the materials used in the world can also save the most valuable main materials. 

In short. 

This is another win-win situation. 

Time passed slowly. 

Because Su Lang's alchemy alchemy refining device has a system to do it, and it can be completed in a 

blink of an eye. 

So one day later, all the eternal warriors received Su Lang's reward and smiled with joy. 

The smiling faces that Su Lang overlooked below, seemed to see a large field of sunflowers. 

at the same time. 

Everyone looked at Su Lang above the clouds, and they also respected and worshiped more and more, 

full of conviction. 

But just when they thought the meeting was about to end. 

"Everyone." 

"Improving weapons and using pills are just foreign objects." 

"The most important thing is to improve your strength!" 

"Now, everyone hand in all the eternal level exercises, and I will return an eternal level founding level 

exercise to you." 

"With this founding-level eternal technique, your combat power will be greatly improved!" 

Su Lang looked around at everyone, and said indifferently, as if he was only talking about trivial things. 

But in the hearts of those eternal warriors, thunder seemed to have risen, and they were stunned again. 

what? 

Return an eternal exercise at the founding level? 

What does it mean? 



Isn't it all about practicing slowly, experiencing introductory, small accomplishment, great 

accomplishment, and consummation, and finally reaching the founding level? 

Everyone was horrified. 

"Leader Lord has a special secret technique that allows people to inspire and directly receive the 

founding-level eternal cultivation technique, saving countless millions of years of penance!" 

Xiu Ning's lips lightly opened, and a sweet voice spread throughout the audience. 

This statement came out. 

Everyone was shocked again, dumbfounded, in disbelief. 

At this time. 

"Xuning, let's start with you first." 

Su Lang smiled slightly and nodded to Xiuning. 

"Yes, leader!" 

With a smile, Xiu Ning came to Su Lang and offered some classics. 

Soon. 

Under everyone's attention. 

Su Lang raised his hand to cover Xiu Ning Tianling, initiated the exercise initiation, and chose a exercise 

that increased the total power of the universe to instill it. 

Chapter 2687: A man from the secluded universe appeared 

In a blink of an eye. 

Su Lang retracted his palm. 

Xiu Ning sat down cross-legged and began to organize the profound meanings of the exercises so that 

the newly obtained exercises could better match the rest of the exercises. 

And the exercise she just got. 

It is a special technique developed by Su Lang's combination of exercises to improve the endurance of 

the eternal strong. 

Su Lang named this exercise "Fuyushengxilu". 

The eternal warrior who has mastered "Fuyushengxilu" to the founding level will increase the reserve of 

the power of the universe by at least one tenth, and the resilience will also be greatly increased! 

In the eyes of Su Lang. 

All the eternal warriors in front of this moment are humanoid energy sources of the boundless number. 

The stronger their cosmic power, the more terrifying the future endurance of Infinity. 
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Therefore, Su Lang will refining a large number of recovery pill to create this kind of exercises that 

increase battery life and resilience. 

"Yu Yangli, you come." 

Seeing Xiuning cross-legs and closing his eyes, Su Lang turned to look at Yu Yangli. 

"Yes, brother!" 

Yu Yangli took the order, took a step forward, raised his forehead, and accepted the exercises taught by 

Su Lang. 

This scene came quickly. 

I can see those who don't know below are confused and confused! 

what's the situation? 

This is the eternal method of instilling the founder level? 

Why does it look so trivial? 

Many people have had such incredible thoughts as ‘this is not a fake’, ‘Am I dreaming?’... 

But in their incredible eyes. 

Su Lang instilled all the way, and soon used up more than 500 initiations. 

And all the eternal martial artists who were instilled in the exercises, all sat down cross-legged, sorting 

out the profound meanings of the exercises, and adjusting their emotions by the way. 

Because this is really shocking. 

If you don't try to control your emotions, you will lose your temper! 

However, no matter how much they control, they can hardly conceal the ecstasy on their faces. 

and. 

All of them exude the same wave of eternal cultivation technique, which is the "Fuyushengshenglu" that 

increases the power of the universe. 

All signs. 

Let the rest of the eternal warriors who have not been instilled in the exercises deeply realize that what 

Su Lang said is definitely not a false statement! 

Suddenly. 

Endless excitement and anticipation rose in their hearts! 

But at this time, Su Lang's number of empowerments had been used up and could only be suspended. 

"Everyone, the practice of empowerment will continue tomorrow!" 



"Now Xiu Ning and Yu Yangli, deputy chiefs of the left and right leagues, sort out the details of the 

alliance." 

Su Lang said faintly, and returned to the platform, waved his hand to cover the formation, isolating the 

inside and outside. 

"Everyone." 

"The League is first established, it needs..." 

Xiu Ning continued to preside over the rally on behalf of Su Lang. She had been the party leader for a 

long time and was a professional leader. 

And Yu Yangli is not skilled or interested in these. 

So he kept silent, just sitting outside the platform to protect Su Lang. 

Under the auspices of Xiu Ning. 

Everyone has a clear division of labor, and all have their own responsibilities in the league, and of course 

they also have corresponding salaries. 

A stable salary can make everyone feel at ease and is one of the best ways to gather people's hearts. 

When everything is settled. 

The next day also arrived, and Su Lang's number of empowerments was refreshed again. 

He walked out of the opposite platform, once again infused more than 500 people with "Fu Yu Sheng Ji 

Lu", and then practiced in retreat again. 

The eternal warriors, under the auspices of Xiuning, each showed their magical powers and established 

a brand-new league resident on the original site of Luanzhi Peak. 

The resident is extremely vast, and the row upon row of palaces resembles one upon another, spreading 

directly to the end of the field of vision, connecting with the sky! 

In the palace complex. 

There are buildings with various functions, such as the Menghui Mountain Gate, the Chamber of 

Deputies, the Hall of the Lord of the Alliance, the residence of the members, the trading market... and so 

on. 

The platform facing Su Lang here became the hall of the leader. 

This is also his retreat place, regarded as a private residence. 

But Xiu Ning and others led all the staff to the chamber. 

Each and every eternal warrior cherished this big rally and began to communicate with each other and 

make friends. 

At the same time, he was waiting for Su Lang to leave the customs for the second time to instill the 

exercises! 



After more than a thousand people were instilled in "Fuyu Shengxi Lu". 

In the face of the hard facts, everyone believed in the incredible thing. 

Although it is so dreamy. 

Then they began to look forward to it! 

Next. 

Time passed slowly, passing by day by day. 

Su Lang continued to accumulate cultivation bases, practice exercises, and at the same time instill "Fuyu 

Shengxilu" to all eternal warriors. 

Therefore, the overall strength of Doudu Alliance has been significantly improved! 

this day. 

There is news from spies in the universe near Doudu Universe that people from Suiyou Universe have 

appeared! 

Chapter 2688: Gear up and do a lot 

After getting the news. 

Xiu Ning entered the opposite platform immediately and informed Su Lang of the matter. 

"I know." 

"Let the pioneers outside come back." 

Su Lang smiled indifferently when he heard the news. 

"it is good!" 

His Royal Highness Xiuning nodded. , "Now Doudu Zhouyu has also erected walls and cleared the fields, 

and can go to war at any time!" 

"Ok!" 

"Just wait for them to come." 

Su Lang said in a hurry. 

Immediately after. 

Xiu Ning left the opposing platform and announced the news that the invaders from the Suiyou universe 

were about to arrive. 

Suddenly. 

A large number of eternal warriors, look at me and I look at you, suddenly burst into heated discussions. 

"Appeared!" 
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"The people from Suiyou Zhouyu finally appeared!" 

"Hey, I've been waiting for them for a long time with the muscles all over my body, and I've already been 

hungry!" 

"Dajiba, we can't get ahead of us in this battle, it's a battlefield of the Seven Universes!" 

"That is, we can only stand behind the leader and provide the power of the universe to the leader, but I 

heard that then we can also experience the feeling of facing the eternal power of the seven universes!" 

"Yes, yes, I also heard that after entering the Infinity, you can look at the outside from your own 

perspective, and you can also experience the incomparably powerful power, as if you have grown 

countless times stronger!" 

"..." 

In the Chamber of Deputies, the eternal powerhouses discussed the news after hearing the news. 

After Su Lang's'manifest the sacred', their hearts have long been full of confidence in victory. 

During this time. 

Everyone is gearing up, ready to do it! 

To this. 

Su Lang is very satisfied! 

The other side. 

In a natural universe near Doudu Universe. 

A group of eternal powerhouses in the year-old Youzhou domain temporarily stagnated in the void, 

looking around in amazement. 

"Another natural universe cleared by vertical walls!" 

"After we traveled this way, after arriving in the Doudu universe, everything we passed was empty, and 

there was no wise creature!" 

"What exactly does this guy from Doudu Zhouyu want to do? Do you want to concentrate all your power 

to fight us to the death, or will you leave your hometown with everything valuable in Doudu Zhouyu and 

flee?" 

The old lady Mouse looked at the lonely void around her, narrowing her old eyes, full of suspicion and 

fear. 

"They can't escape just then." 

"Yes, otherwise they wouldn't have mobilized in a big way to kill all of us who made trouble." 

"They must want to fight us desperately, one battle will be the winner!" 



"Hmph, although they are indeed very strong and very weird, in terms of their true strength, our Doudu 

Zhouyu is stronger!" 

"Whether there is any conspiracy, kill it directly, all the schemes are in vain in the face of absolute 

strength!" 

"..." 

The powerful people of the year old universe communicated with each other, some of them looked 

solemn, while others looked excited, with the excitement of revenge. 

"Now it seems." 

"It is very likely that they are not prepared to break into parts, and delay our entry into the Doudu 

universe." 

"However, we still have to be cautious. We divide our troops into three ways and enter Doudu universe 

from different directions to prevent this from being a trap." 

"After all, they can also choose to ambush us in the adjacent universe of Doudu. Once injured, they will 

immediately escape into the Doudu universe and heal the injuries with the help of the flow of time." 

The old lady Mouse groaned and said solemnly. 

"This statement makes sense." 

"We are fighting in another place. We are not familiar with this universe, we don't have much control 

over the natural universe, and we have very little room for change." 

"Therefore, we must ensure everything is foolproof!" 

The four-headed Miao Man woman nodded solemnly. 

"Disperse now." 

"A team of eight people, a second team of eight people, and a third team of seven people." 

The man in the torn red robe said blankly. 

then. 

There are twenty-three Seven Eternals in the Suiyou Universe, divided into three teams. 

Among the three teams, there are seven or eight seven-plane eternal fighters, a dozen or twenty six-

plane eternal fighters, and a greater number of low-level eternal fighters. 

Chapter 2689: Everyone, fight with me 

After turning into three teams. 

Everyone in the Sui Youzhou domain dispersed, each entered a natural universe, and set off toward the 

Doudu universe. 

With the time and space barriers of the universe shuttle again and again. 
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Everyone in Youzhou Domain is getting closer and closer to Doudu Universe! 

Because in the nearby universe, Su Lang's induction array was arranged, and information such as the 

opponent's number and approximate combat power could also be obtained. 

Therefore, the people of Su Lang who were on the road didn't even know that their tracks had been 

seen by Su Lang, and they knew it well. 

"Those people are getting closer. 

"Even if you change the time to do Doudu Universe, it takes less than an hour to reach Doudu Universe!" 

"It's also time to use up the cultivation base accumulated these days." 

Su Lang sensed the formation method placed in the surrounding natural universe, and a slight smile was 

drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

Soon. 

He looked at the cultivator in the mysterious black space and directly gave instructions. 

"system!" 

"Activate the'Crystal Wall Universe' function!" 

Following the order, the sea of repair was emptied directly. 

Numerous cultivation bases poured into Su Lang's body, mixed with the Time Avenue, and then merged 

into the Crystal Wall World, perfecting it into the Crystal Wall Universe. 

During this time. 

Although the cultivation base he accumulated was not enough to raise his cultivation level to the Eight 

Eternal Realm. 

But it is enough to perfect the 1,500 gai crystal wall world into the crystal wall universe! 

This brought the total number of Su Lang's Crystal Wall Universe to a full seven thousand gai, not far 

from the Seven Eternal Realm. 

Coupled with these days, I can practice a lot of exercises every day. 

His combat power has soared again, reaching the point where he is infinitely close to the Eternal Realm 

of the Eight Universes! 

"It's a pity that I practiced too many techniques." 

"Everything that should have an effect has already taken effect. The rest of the exercises with similar 

effects don't have much gain after practice. It can only be said that it is better than nothing." 

"Unlike the guy Yu Yangli, he doesn't practice many exercises, so after I instilled some exercises into him, 

the effect was very obvious, and he directly entered the eight-dimensional level." 

Su Lang checked his attribute panel again, and shook his head helplessly. 



Although the eternal realm of the six universes, crossing close to two small realms to reach the current 

combat power is not bad. 

But without stepping into the Eight Eternal Realm, Su Lang felt very upset. 

"The war is coming." 

"We can only improve after the battle is over." 

Su Lang put aside the miscellaneous thoughts in his mind, his expression straightened, and disappeared 

from the platform facing him. 

When it reappears. 

It is already in the chamber of discussion. 

Tens of thousands of eternal powerhouses have stayed in the conference hall these days, and no one 

has left. 

Su Lang appeared. 

All the eternal strong men put aside the things in their hands, their eyes gathered on Su Lang, and 

gradually became enthusiastic. 

"My lord is here!" 

"I haven't seen it in a short time, the lord leader's aura is even deeper!" 

"Haha, your lord is worthy of being the number one genius in Doudu Zhouyu. He has gone further in 

such a short time!" 

"With the lord, why don't we worry about the fight against the alliance!" 

"..." 

Excited thoughts arose in the hearts of eternal strong men. 

This time. 

Su Lang instilled eternal techniques into each of them and completely convinced them! 

"The thief of Sui Youzhou Domain has arrived!" 

"Everyone in the Doudu Alliance, fight with me!" 

Su Lang stood out of thin air above the clouds, overlooking the audience, ascending like a abyss like a 

prison. 

"war--!!" 

Xiu Ning, Yu Yangli, Xie Xuan and others stood under Su Lang, equally majestic and overwhelming. 

"war--!!" 

All the eternal powerhouses look exhilarated, shouting in unison, with a mighty momentum! 



"set off!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly, took a step, and immediately walked out of the Doudu Alliance resident. 

Xiu Ning, Yu Yangli's two deputy leaders, Xie Xuan and other elder guardians, followed closely behind, 

even the dense eternal warriors. 

In a flash. 

Under the leadership of Su Lang. 

Everyone came to a vast expanse of freezing ice. 

There were originally many creatures alive in this glacier, but now they have been rescued by eternal 

warriors. 

therefore. 

This place, which is already inaccessible, has completely become a life forbidden zone, and it is also the 

battlefield chosen by Su Lang. 

Standing in the white misty glacial sky, everyone waited quietly in the heavy snow and the howling cold 

wind. 

The other side. 

Chapter 2690: Be more stable, slowly 

"did not expect." 

"They even gave up on Doudu's neighboring universe." 

"It seems that they are determined to fight us to the death in Doudu. They are so courageous!" 

"After the notice, everyone will enter the Doudu universe together!" 

The old lady Mouse stood in an adjacent universe in Doudu, with a trace of coldness in her eyes, like the 

green eyes of a mouse. 

The next moment. 

The three teams of Suiyou Zhouyu simultaneously crossed the barriers of time and space from different 

universes and entered Doudu universe. 

The moment he stepped into Doudu. 

The sense of confusion brought about by the difference in time flow and the extremely strong cosmic 

energy refreshed everyone in Suiyou Zhouyu! 

"High-level universe!" 

"Healthy high-level universe!" 

"Although the life span of this universe is not long, it can allow us to temporarily settle down." 
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"And you can use this as a springboard to find a better high-level universe!" 

"This battle, we must win!" 

"..." 

Everyone in Youzhou Domain at the age of the year looked excited, and their eyes were slightly red, 

revealing bursts of killing intent. 

"what?" 

"There is not a single creature around here!" 

"Even this fight is in the universe, and they have been cleared by them!" 

"Also, since they chose this place as a battlefield, they naturally have to be prepared to prevent 

excessive losses." 

"Hahahaha, they did a good job, but unfortunately they must do a dowry for us in the end!" 

"Hehe, maybe this is not to prepare for the war, but to prepare for escape!" 

"..." 

Some people discovered the anomaly in the Doudu universe. After some analysis, they laughed. 

"There are abnormal time and space fluctuations in the northwest." 

"I feel it, there is a large gathering of strong men there!" 

The strong man with three eyes and gray, white and black looks into the distance, his three eyes are 

slightly narrowed, and the mysterious light flows in it. 

"It seems that they did not escape." 

Mrs. Rat's expression did not change, she was prepared for this and waved her hand, "Go, go and see 

the group of stubborn opponents, and also see who Su Lang is." 

The voice did not fall. 

The figures of everyone have disappeared into the ripples of time and space. 

Not long. 

The group of people spanned countless light years and came to the white glacier. 

A large group of people appeared in the eyes of Suiyou Zhouyu. 

I saw that it was an eternal warrior army led by seven eternal powerhouses of the seven universes, with 

a number of as many as 100,000. The condensed momentum shook the world and countless visions 

grew! 

But for this terrifying army of one hundred thousand eternal. 

Sui You Zhou Yu and others sneered and dismissed it! 



"That's it?" 

"Seven seven eternal warriors, with a large group of chickens and dogs?" 

The man in the ragged red robe showed contempt and shook his head repeatedly. 

"Ah!" 

"With this strength, I didn't even run, but waited for us to come and kill!" 

"I don't know if they are scared stupid now!" 

"..." 

The emerald-green boy also smiled coldly, full of disdain. 

The old lady Rat and others didn't say anything, but she was also very surprised. 

The opponent group is too weak! 

Except for the seven seven eternals, the rest is simply cannon fodder. 

The old lady Mouse really couldn't understand how this group of people destroyed the six eternals 

under her command, and the spies distributed in various natural universes. 

It was also when everyone in Suiyou Zhouyu was stunned and disdainful because Su Lang and others 

were too weak. 

Su Lang and others are also observing the other 23. 

"Properties panel!" 

With a thought, Su Lang called out all the attribute panels of the opponent's 23 people. 

Suddenly. 

The combat power of the people in the Sui Youzhou Domain was presented in front of them. 

They are at least the advanced level of the Seven Universe Eternal Realm, and there are many characters 

with half-step Eight Universe level. 

of course. 

Su Lang knew that this group of people should still have cards. 

For example, various self-harming secret techniques, and the power from the eternal ancestor of the 

eight universes, etc. 

"The opponent should have a lot of cards." 

"Suiyou Zhouyu suffered those changes. The treasure of Suiyou ancestor is probably of the Ninth 

Universe level." 

"And this group of guys are all affected by that thing, and there may be variables." 



Su Lang thought so in his heart, still with a trace of vigilance in his heart. 

He decided to be more prudent and see what methods the opponent could have. Soldiers came to cover 

the water and earth, slowly trying to do it. 

 


